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Abstract

This article proposes a study of the letters and graphics found in the city, while at the same time opening up unusual spaces linked to the cultural arena and visual geographies for the creation of learning spaces in art education, introducing urban typography for training teachers. The letters in urban spaces can help us reinterpret the patrimonial fabric of cities. With the help of typography, visual arts educators have a powerful graphic resource with which to articulate the complex communicative network of streets. We suggest walking as an aesthetic practice; strolling around the city as a very cultural means to motivate our students. We have at our disposal in our cities a genuine museum woven together with the threads of the alphabet.
Why do we offer street letters as a persuasive and educational element?
This is an invitation to a typographic stroll, and a bridge towards a persuasive wealth of visual contact. From an early age we are taught how to read, to write, to interpret texts. But the efficacy of letters goes beyond their mere verbal meaning, and we should be attentive to the repercussions these legible forms (street signs) end up having on the landscape of the city – very especially on account of their creative and political potential (Freedman 2008). The city presents itself to us full of messages, of elements that can turn out to be very attractive if we observe them from new, interdisciplinary, suggestive or creative standpoints. In this article we are not proposing to go deeply into pedagogical detail but open up a new rich seam which we hope will be mined by other teachers interested in the field. Following letter trails we find trajectories that lead us to heritage, to literature, to photography and to the educational context.

Calligraphy and typography has powerful communicative effects in arts, as Antoni Tàpies, Joaquín Torres-García, Robert Indiana, Edward Ruscha, Cy Twombly, Jenny Holzer and other artists have shown. Important art movements such as Cubism or Conceptual Art have used letters as a creative support. We have the responsibility (as professionals in art education) to contemplate values, references, parameters and information about multiple visual artefacts. Letters and writing symbols offer us new opportunities in order to create exigencies in art education. Admittedly, we have to consider the necessities of our pupils when developing learning strategies. Certain cultural aspects belonging to everyday practices, such as typography or calligraphy (even the design of letters), should be better valued by visual arts educators – something which is not currently taking place. If we considered the forms and the cultural load of letters in art classes, both from the theoretical viewpoint and in image creation workshops, we will be encouraging a new link between the tradition of the arts, certain aspects of urbanism, computer graphics and especially ICT. In this way we will be able to approach certain of the pupils’ interests, taking advantage of historical and patrimonial aspects as well as the more pressing issues related to technology such as computer design or the manipulation and creation of characters. This would also help us to improve the appreciation and observation criteria of some visual products coming from the arts, design, urbanism or the media.

Big city streets are filled with graphic documents in which letters and symbols occupy a central place, not only as verbal texts, but also as a privileged graphical and visual register. Also posters, signs and graffiti constitute a powerful typographical ensemble peculiar to the environment of the city. When designers manage their ideas and creations they really place their work, which is usually born from commercial approaches, within our reach. Usually, this is a mass-production model (think, for example, of the M in McDonalds); these are the objects with which producers and creators defend their positions in the form of a dialogue with the target client. In offering these products in the public space of the street, these visual devices bear a flow committed to users, that is, to us citizens who people the streets (also when we go by car, bus, underground or bicycle). As Careri (2002) argues in his work, posters, signs and graffiti constitute a powerful typographical ensemble peculiar to the environment of the city. One of the most fruitful settings in the urban encounter with letters is the advertising poster. Whether they are permanent or temporary posters (papers stuck onto a fence or a wall), they are usually advertising products and activities, and therefore generate an information model that enriches changes in the urban landscape. Even in Cuba, a country in which commercial advertisements are not distributed, we can still see them in the streets, albeit with a political and social slant.

The encounter with urban signboards produces an experience that we can compare to certain perceptions activated in the user when visiting a museum. Our contention starts from the premise that the museum is not solely a container of pieces – protected, mythologised, institutionalised and geographically located (this is shown and transgressed by a growing interest
in museums’ virtual versions displayed on the web). We propose that it is rather the attitude of the visitor which causes a significant experience, both in the museum and outside it (Chang 2006; Fontal 2007). If we transfer this idea of reflective enjoyment to the citizen who roams the city (their own, or any other they may visit), then we lift the barriers which keep the museum isolated from certain sociological realities, and turn a public environment, such as the streets of the city, into one which serves the learning needs of every person. Starting methodologically with the analysis carried out by Colette Dufresne-Tassé (1995, 247–8) of studies on museum visitors, we understand that our proposal would be located in section 6 of the categories defined by the Canadian author: studies in which the visitor is considered in terms of the enjoyment and the satisfaction that the experience provides them.

In addition to conceiving of the city as a space apt for enjoyment and learning, we propose that the walker generates their own cataloguing when walking the city (Francesco Careri establishes a clear connection between walking and the history of art), not only in the places where the city shows its traditional charms (monuments, historic sites, commercial areas), but mainly in the so-called non-places, spaces located on the border, dowdy places, metaphors of social abandonment (Careri 2002).

We want to encourage the city walker to generate their own visual speech from images, from photographs taken by pupils interested in their own urban environments (this creative argument was defended three decades ago by Donis Dondis). In contrast to the traditional imposition of the museum space, where it is usually forbidden to take photos, the urban environment is revealed as an open landscape, without aesthetic restrictions. Digital devices easily allow us to turn whatever we perceive into images. While we capture a living moment or a discovered territory, we also decide the way of doing it, the composition we wish for it, and certainly what we overlook or emphasize.

Prohibitions are part of popular iconography. Expressions like ‘no fly-posting’ or ‘no entry’, are used repeatedly on the walls. As designers we
would pay attention to the ways of laying out the graphic composition of such posters. But from other areas we can deal with different issues to do with these posters: like citizens’ rights, public and private spaces, the charm they generate, or the information that they convey. We are exposed to textual interests, because typography is present at every step that we take, every space that we use displays texts on the walls, the objects that we manipulate contain texts, and we are all guided by texts on computer, mobile phone or television screens (Huerta 1994; 2005). Anyone trying to develop some type of written work will have to make decisions about the aspect and the composition of letter design, even when questions appear at the level of mere information, since the use of the computer keyboard acquaints us constantly with the use of typographical characters.

In spite of a certain overuse of typography on computer screens, it is surprising that we know so little about the alphabet as a cultural form. It is unusual, in most cases, to know exactly to what extent the shapes of letters have influenced our history, especially in the last five centuries, with the progressive development of printing and engraving techniques, all the way to the computer as the logical outcome of the process. Professionals in art education can take a new approach to typography as an educational discourse, since the borderline nature of the typographic letter (halfway between graphic language and verbal written language) allows us to address a number of processes from the standpoint of transversality. We believe that the present moment encourages the recognition of typography as a determining factor in our communication processes, without rejecting the ideological potential of the aesthetic aspect surrounding our involvement (Duncum 2008).

**Beginning with teacher training**

As we see it from our early-twenty-first century standpoint, considering the changes that are taking place in the university context, it would be convenient to approach the letter as a visual element in the same way that we access contemporary art (Lachapelle 2007). The study of typography might offer transversal material, very much in line with the teaching of visual arts in primary and secondary education (even at university), with a special emphasis on the education of teaching staff (future official masters of teachers’ training). We believe that the key moment lies precisely in teacher training. Let us recall that in all official primary school teachers’ curricula in Spain before 1970 (precisely when teacher training studies entered the university) writing skills were decisively valued (even with its own subject called ‘Calligraphy’). Neglect increased after reform plans in 1997, when the subject ‘New Technologies Applied to Education’ was introduced. An excellent opportunity was lost due to the fact that these subjects were located in areas of knowledge to be taught by specialists in general didactics and/or mathematicians, without anybody noticing something which stood out: the fact that the screen is a graphical space. In fact, it is often thought that an aspect of knowledge is not adequately addressed in the curriculum if it does not have its allotted hours per week in the school schedule, or if it does not at least have one specific subject that covers it. In this situation we need new ideas in art education.

From the perspective of art education we manage the different images, uses and strategies which qualify us to transmit the graphic value of written texts. In fact, even at present, one of the main functions of teachers consists in teaching children how to read and write. If a few decades ago an art teacher could help future teachers to develop certain skills with the materials of writing (in the name of consistency with reality), a person
who is going to dedicate themselves to education would need to know a series of essential aspects related to typography, and by extension, to graphic design. Taking into account the significant presence of typography in the uses of ICT, it would be very rewarding for teachers to know the history, the functioning and the compositional rules of this graphic aspect of texts.

It is difficult to connect with students at nursery, primary or secondary levels of schooling unless proper teacher training has taken place. It is convenient to introduce visual culture issues in the humanistic training of teachers. Marzilli (2008) points up certain complexes haunting educators, who neither consider themselves specialists in art nor artists, and who are afraid of not being able to approach their art classes appropriately. The author suggests that their own colleagues, specialist teachers and museum educators, should encourage teachers in educational uses of artistic learning. Classroom proposals can also increase confidence and draw students to art. Although most education professionals like to read and expand their cultural capital in multiple ways, on very few occasions are they allowed to explore the architectural and visual aspects of letters and the alphabet. This is especially serious if we consider that the alphabet and numbers are their raw materials of communication.

Educators are not provided with sufficient information about the visual contribution and cultural tradition of letters, calligraphies and typographies – what they do know was probably acquired by chance or out of sheer curiosity. Yet this is not enough, since a relevant element in visual training is ultimately left to personal discretion. Institutions should assume the challenge of better teacher training in a field which is central to their activity: the alphabet, the letters. Beyond the verbal meanings of words, letters hide a graphic and symbolic code that connects directly with our cultural heritage (Huerta 2008). It is not enough to decipher contents: the layout of texts acquires an additional value when it can relate to other disciplines.

The ABC of the question

We know something about letters, but we know little about them. What kind of rationale governs the alphabet? What countries have the letter ‘ñ’ on their keyboards? Why was it decided that letter shapes were to be displayed on the top left-hand corner of computer keys? What happens with keyboards in countries such as Russia,
China, Israel, India or Saudi Arabia, where other alphabets are used? All these questions betray a lack of knowledge about the code that helps us communicate, a visual instrument that cities display at every corner. Art educators vindicate creative spirit to solve problems, a type of intuition analysed by Paul Duncum, and recently by John Steers (2009). In order for this type of knowledge to reach the classroom, we must try and engage future teachers in this task. We suggest one possibility through studying letters as graphic and cultural signs in the urban context.

It is advisable to endow educators with indispensable notions for their work, such as knowledge of the history, social and cultural development, technical factors and also the ideological patterns that have marked the signs of writing, so we can better understand current uses of information technologies. The place where this renewed interest in typography should start is the university classroom, where future teachers receive their training, as well as professional development courses for practising teachers. We have obtained very good results when expert training in this area has been given to teachers. We found out that they feel more at ease researching about letters, as a graphic area which do not cause them discomfort. These teachers were originally trained with handwritten texts, whereas children nowadays use computer keyboards or mobile phones even before developing writing skills with a pen or pencil on paper. In this sense, calligraphy is rapidly giving way to computer-typographical characters. Future teachers (who are currently switching from analogue to digital systems) should be prepared to tackle these issues from a very permeable position in close connection with other work-related and sociological issues (Mirzoeff 2003). Kathy Marzilli has studied the degree of apprehension and dissatisfaction felt by many of these teachers in art teaching. As they are not professionals specializing in art education, the need to teach art subjects causes a profound unease in them. The author shows in her study that this anxiety stems from the teachers’ alleged lack of competence in art-related matters. We are aware of the validity of arguments such as those outlined by Marzilli (2008). In our teacher-training classes, we have seen that the introduction of calligraphy and typography as sources of study and appropriation makes art more accessible.

When asking prospective teachers about their relationship to art, Marzilli elicited the following answer: ‘I am not an artist, I can’t draw.’ We handle this initial answer by asking another question: ‘Can you write?’ The answer of the students is rewarding and resounding: ‘Yes, of course we can write.’ From there, we ask them to do some exercises in which drawing and writing go together. In this way, initial fears and apprehensions are overcome. This process needs a more generous approach in dealing with cultural aspects as essential as the graphic design of letters or signs. This has implications for the further understanding of the graphic design of letters, which affects the drawing ability of both students and teachers. Given the fact that there is disagreement between the interests of students and what is conveyed by their teachers (different generations, analogue and digital systems), we may use typography as a permeable material, as a graphic vehicle for multiple contents capable of bridging the gap between pupils and teachers, in the art education scene. Letters invite a reflection on the city, evaluating local aspects versus global perspectives, as suggested by Freedman (2008) in her review of critical aspects such as creativity or identities in art education.

Evaluation results through pictures
For this study, we focus on the surveys conducted on a group of university students on the optional course ‘Introduction to photography’. They were 40 students, from many different disciplines, although the highest percentage (55%) was drawn from education students, as this course was taught at a University of Valencia teacher training centre in 2008. The students did not know basic aspects of graphic composition or elementary issues about the language of images (except for two students who were studying audiovisual communication). They were given four tasks, to develop over a four-month period (the time available for this course between March and June). The first sessions of the workshop were somewhat complex, as the students neither knew each

Figure 3
Typographies and calligraphies are interwoven into certain culturally significant traditions. In Argentina, so-called filetes constitute a singular heritage, which in this example is applied to a Buenos Aires kiosk installed provisionally in a storage container.
other, nor were familiar with photography or other aspects of the visual arts. These shortcomings were evident in the initial anonymous survey carried out on the first day. Through this questionnaire, it was found out that never before (at any of the education levels they had gone through) had they discussed photography or photographers, let alone typography. They were unaware of the fact that a director of photography has a determining role in a film or that press photography requires specialist professionals. After a month of workshop activity, these students presented the results of their first piece. The project entitled ‘Landscape: letters from the city’ involved choosing a city tour and taking pictures in which letters have their own compositional space. Twelve of these images were selected and were then shown to the whole group.

To observe and describe the city (drawing, photographing, recording video, painting) involves the acceptance of graphic messages that cover their architecture. The processes of urban change are constant, sometimes traumatic, and can be analysed both by using theory and by creating our own images. Thus the student develops a new reading of the city by looking more closely at their surroundings. When we come to know more about our surroundings, we manage to establish a critical relationship with them. Discovering the city, preferably on foot, means tracing its history, its weaknesses, its peculiarities, its innovations. The idea of becoming a tourist in your own city is rather shocking for students. Can you be a tourist in the place where you live? In fact, this reflection reveals a broader paradox: usually we do not know our immediate environment. We found that our students had come to ‘rediscover’ their own city when engaged in this task. It is about using the identity references. This approach to the city is a way of reclaiming heritage (Agra 2007; Csikszentmihalyi 1990; Fontal 2007; Huerta 2008). With these proposals we generate processes around cultural heritage from an emotional dimension, without losing sight of sociological and cultural aspects (Lynch 1998; Romano 2008).

We collected 40 anonymous surveys focused on the exercise ‘Landscape: letters from the city’ (32 women, 8 men). All of those asked shared a
positive or very positive opinion of the project. They had never before worked with this methodology (except in four cases). A student acknowledges: ‘it seems to me a good method because it makes you grasp the work rationale rather than just do it’. Or: ‘before, when taking pictures, I only focused on what I wanted to convey, without attaching importance to ideological and cultural aspects’. Some 65% of those asked pointed out that ‘it helped me to learn more about my own city’.

When asked about the creative and communicative ability of the proposal, a student answered: ‘I think that now I am a bit more of an artist when I take photos … I try to capture things than before I didn’t even perceive’. And also in a sociological sense: ‘I have photographed my neighbourhood. My intention was to show its beauty but also its poverty: el Carmen is an area full of historical richness, but very messy. It is striking to see the number of beautiful drawings on the walls, the whole world can see them, but they are not an exhibit in a museum.’ A student acknowledges the discovery: ‘Never before had I photographed my own neighbourhood’, while another student said: ‘I’ve had the opportunity to discover an artistic gift that I didn’t know I possessed.’ Another reconstructs his intentions: ‘In photographing my own city, but not my neighbourhood, I intended to convey the everyday.’

The anonymous questionnaire, as a tool of analysis and evaluation of the proposal, has helped us redefine many aspects: the students’ relationships with the class group, their personal connections with the portrayed city, and of course their contact with art and artistic production. Practical experiences are recorded in the class book, in which each student registers their impressions, as in a portfolio: ‘In this exercise I had the intention of enjoying myself, that is to say: I was literally lost in a neighbourhood that I already knew.’ When the experience is gratifying, feelings of satisfaction emerge – ‘I have enjoyed the creative freedom that was granted by the exercise’, – without losing sight of the technical and expressive achievements: ‘it has given me a greater understanding of the camera and the techniques of photography’. Another writes: ‘I have developed an interest and now I’m taking pictures of other cities’. It is impor-
tant that the university students can count on this kind of curricular proposals (Huerta 2004; Wexler 2007), especially those who do not study for Art and Graphic Design.

Conclusions
Experience of the city, especially one’s own city, considered from the angle of its typographic wealth, is related to enjoyment and learning. In a similar way to what we experienced in the museum visits by creating significant actions (Chang 2006; Hooper-Greenhill 1994), our attitude as visitors to the city can be articulated in relation to the texts which cover the urban fabric. In order to get citizens to think critically about their environment, we suggest walking as an aesthetic practice, and the creation of pictures as a personal artistic intervention. In this sense, calligraphy and typography should be considered an important graphic resource in art education exercises, and used by teachers to educate. For this interest to reach new generations, we consider the training of educators to be a critical rung on this ladder. In this way, writing understood as drawing and representation, facilitates the practice of artistic activities – a standpoint from which it is much easier to bring art to college students. The positive results offered by photography as a reflection on the city (following the plot threads of urban letters), allows us to rethink our social, cultural and educational roles. As Hernández (2007) indicated over defining pedagogical guidelines is contra-productive to a subject dependent on the freedom and intuition of the intervention, we have preferred to leave this part open. However in general, we have been able to verify the value of this approach, based on a qualitative study with a group of university students. The positive results offered by photography as a reflection on the city (following the plot threads of urban letters), allows us to rethink our social, cultural and educational roles. Becoming tourists in our own city implies reinventing the concept of tourist, of city, and of citizenship.
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